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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

5.1   Conclusion 

  After the writer did his research, some results have been found. 

The result will be reported based on the research question in chapter I. 

  The writer found that the majority of learning style in mastering 

vocabulary used by the students is visual learners (50% of population). 

However, the writer also discovered that students were able to mastering 

vocabulary when the teacher delivered the material in auditory or kinesthetic 

way. 

  And also the writer found that learning style in mastering 

vocabulary between male and female’s students were same. The majority 

learning style used by Male and female students are visual, but female 

students are more dominant with 54% and male 47%. The second followed 

by auditory where female students is more dominant with (33%) and male 

students with (27%). And the last, kinesthetic is the minority between male 

and female students. But male students are more dominant in this type with 

(25%) and female students with (13%). 

   The writer concluded that the learning style in mastering 

vocabulary mostly have been used by the students at SMP N 24 Kota Jambi 

is visual learner. And there is no significant the differences of learning style 

in mastering vocabulary between male and female student they are same. In 

addition, learning style is not only how the students can reach or receive the 
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information or knowledge but also they can represent what just they got 

during learning process. 

5.2 Suggestion 

1. For Students 

They should know what type of learning style they have. Because 

after they know their type of learning style, they will find out the 

best strategy for mastering vocabulary or learning process. In 

addition, the students’ know about their learning style it will help 

them to receive the information from their teacher more effectively. 

2. For Teacher 

It is better for the teacher to know about their students’ learning 

style. Even the teacher feels difficult to use some appropriate 

teaching method for all types of learning style learners. The teacher 

can switch another teaching method for every meeting that can 

motivate the student to enjoy the learning process. 

3. Others Researcher 

The result of this research is expected to be used as preview for the 

next researchers in doing the same field of study with different 

object of the research. 


